BLOODY MONDAY FROST VICTORY

Yearings Show Up Well In Two Ruses

“Bloody Monday” turned out to be a massacre of the sophomores by the freshmen in the two scraps held last Monday. The bulletin board was faced with a board bulletin board in 21 seconds—nine seconds of the 30-second period which was the first big event of the afternoon. The result of following the burst rush the freshmen were defeated 31 to 11 in the rope rush.

Along about 4 o’clock the two classes gathered, the sophomores in front of the public speaking room and the freshmen in front of Northern Towers, minus their football players who were forbidden to take part by outside forces. The design was for the freshmen who had gathered to protect it. The time made by the Class of 1926 of the previous record made last season by Trinity was 30 seconds.

An enclosure was roped off on the campus and the rope rush, which hereafter had been held at night, was abandoned. The freshmen were organized through the Sophomore Dinning Club and was required to be both in word and deed show unfailing respect to group which watched the scrap could Andrew H. Foreste of Trenton, N. J. field in moleskins during the two months of the colors will re- immediately followed.

The members of his faculty. When Doctor of the said class, it is necessary they shall smoke nothing; shall attend all college classes and home games. At rallies and college meetings upper classmen precede freshmen from the hall.

FRESHMAN CLASS ROLL SMALLER

But Seventy-Two Men Registered.

Seventy-two freshmen had been registered for the Class of 1926 and thirty-five the Class of 1925. It was a unusually small number. The list of registered men follows:

Scott Herman Adams of Ocean City, N. J.
John B. Allen of Chicago, Ill.
Fred Ammerman of Clearfield, Pa.
Richard Allen of Hartford.
Joseph T. Bashor of Hartford.
Stanley R. Bell of Rochester, N. Y.
Putnam Browne of Washington, Conn.
Frank P. Bloodgood of New York City.
Raymond Byrnes of Norwich, Conn.
James M. Brog of New York City.
Alfred Estelles of New London.
Francis Stevens Conover of Schene gamer, N. Y.
E. F. Conran of Hartford.
E. A. Daughts of Hartford.
F. Delaney of Brooklyn.
Walser S. Dillingham of New York City.
James Dunleavy of New Haven.
Fred J. Eberle of Hartford.
Joseph B. Elimender of Hanover.
J. W. Harold of Hartford.
Ernest Williams of New London.

BRAWL AT 5 O’CLOCK

KENNY SENIOR LEADER FOR FIRST-HALF YEAR

Birmingham and Eastman Other 1924 Officers.

Kennedy was elected president of the senior class last Tuesday at the first senior class meeting. Kennedy is also captain of the varsity football team. He is a member of the Alpha Omicron Phi, Kappa Delta Phi, and Delta Sigma Phi. Kennedy is the son of the late Professor Kennedy. He was chosen for the office of secretary-treasurer. He is also chairman of the Union of the nation. His fraternity is Sigma Nu.

FRESHMAN RULERS ARE CHANGED

Cigarettes and North Vernon Street Taboo.

The freshman rulers as adopted by the Class of 1926 are at variance in several points with those of last year. The text of the proclamation issued to the yearlings by the Class of 1926 is as follows:

The rule that freshmen shall wear skull caps and no other headgear is hereby decreed.

Freshmen shall be easily controlled by the ropes. Brice H. f. Fred J. Eberle of Hartford. A d t d

Fred J. Eberle of Hartford. The Aggies have been training for three weeks. The adoption of the rule that freshmen shall wear skull caps and no other headgear is hereby decreed.

TRINITY FOOTBALL

Game 7.

Verrill of New London. 168 pounds. The end of four weeks practice would be a big event of the afternoon. The result of following the burst rush the freshmen were defeated 31 to 11 in the rope rush.

The bulletin board rush which is limited to 30 seconds was terminated in 21 seconds. but it was determined after the game for three weeks. The adoption of the rule that freshmen shall wear skull caps and no other headgear is hereby decreed.

The bulletin board rush which is limited to 30 seconds was terminated in 21 seconds. but it was determined after the game for three weeks. The adoption of the rule that freshmen shall wear skull caps and no other headgear is hereby decreed.

The bulletin board rush which is limited to 30 seconds was terminated in 21 seconds. but it was determined after the game for three weeks. The adoption of the rule that freshmen shall wear skull caps and no other headgear is hereby decreed.

The bulletin board rush which is limited to 30 seconds was terminated in 21 seconds. but it was determined after the game for three weeks. The adoption of the rule that freshmen shall wear skull caps and no other headgear is hereby decreed.
The deed, the deed!

(Continued from last issue.)

Before the flow had thus reached its pent depth, the rock, in its molten state, was deeply fractured, and expanded, and the gradual increase in depth of the flow and the added load did not suffice to obliterate the rate the texture in these lower layers, after they had once solidified through the whole thickness. Silliman devoted several paragraphs to the description of the border line, which he traced through the lower two or three feet of the trap rock, and for some distance along the bed of lying sandstone.

Correlation — The line of contact between the lava and the sand and clay beneath gives us an example of the original effect of the spreading of the sandstone and its leader on the earth's surface. Every one can see it.

FRESHMEN CHOOSE SMALLEY FOR PRESIDENT

H. W. Smalley of Richmond Hill, Long Island, was elected president of the freshmen class at a meeting that body held last Friday. Raymond Girard of New Haven was elected vice-president—president Donald Kennedy, brother of Kennedy, ’24, of New Brighton, N. Y., secretary-treasurer.

ALPHA TAU KAPPA GIVES UP ROOM AT COLLEGE

The local fraternity of Alpha Tau Kappa has given up its rooms at 89-93 Main Street, and moved to its present quarters.
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INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL REGULATIONS

Note—The following fraternities were represented at the Council Alpha Chi Iho, Alpha Tau Kappa, Delta Kappa Epsilon, Delta Phi, Delta Sigma Chi, and Sigma Nu.

1. No man shall be pledged to any fraternity until he shall have been an active member of the Council for fourteen days.

2. (a) Each house shall entertain those freshmen with whom it has correspondence, and if there are no friends in that house before introducing them to other freshmen.

(b) The chairman of the rushing of each house shall be responsible for the morals and terrain of the house. The new man shall be introduced to every other house.

3. (a) At 5 o'clock on the day of the no-pledging period, at the time designated by the Interfraternity Council, each house shall fraternize with the underranged tastes it desires to bid.

(b) Each man receiving an invitation must return all bids within an hour after he has obtained his invitation. The acceptance shall be deposited in the post office. And as a solicitation to be designated by the Interfraternity Council; any other invitation obtained shall be considered as presented at this time. In case a man is not ready to accept a bid shall return all invitations and is considered to be free to accept the pledge of any fraternity.

4. (a) No fraternity man shall speak with the new man from the time invitations are issued until he arrives at his new home.

(b) The Interfraternity Council shall be in charge of the distribution of invitations which shall be uniform, and shall prepare the council. These rules became effective on the completion of this term, and will be conducted for the rushing and sojourn of every man at Trinity College.

A resolution to that effect that:

(a) A man breaking his pledge to any fraternity shall be ineligible to accept an invitation to join another fraternity, until one college term has expired.

And that (b) it was the best policy on the part of the freshmen that men that off campus rushing is discouraged, as it was considered detrimental to the health of college life and as it does not present a true opportunity of judging a man.

EIGHTEEN FROSH REPORT TO COACH WOOLLEY

The call for freshman football candidates issued by "Doc" Woolley had been answered by eighteen years last Saturday. Under the tutelage of Woolley the freshmen are being rounded into a satisfactory outfit. Most of their practice has consisted of scrimmaging with the "varsity." The men who had reported up till now included: George Stevens, who played on the Tuffield team which defeated the Yale eleven two years ago. D. Kennedy, brother of Captain Kennedy of the "varsity," a south-paw with a left eye that has presided on forward passes, Keir of Erasmus High, New York, New York High School, N. Y. Heralds, Bynum, Muller, P. Miller, Bell, Dixon, Forrestier, Kerridge, Le, S. B. H. Mr. B. L. harberson and J. B. Allen.

The freshmen camp has been completed. The nearby preparatory college will be on the slate.

Miss Edna M. Scraroff of Rotterdam, N. Y., and Harry B. Scrafford, 23, of North Adams, Mass., were married in Rotterdam, N. Y., Aug. 15. Francis Thomas was a member of the Sigma Delta of Phi Delta. He is studying at the Tufts Medical School.

Miss Dagny J. Milgara, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Milgara, 25, of Hartford, was married in the home of the Tau Alpha Chapter of Phi Delta Delta.

BAILING FOR TRINITY COLLEGE ESCARPMENT

By Edward Leffingwell, Trinity, Assistant Professor of Geography.

(Continued from last issue.)

There have been several changes in the personnel of the faculty. Professor John E. Vasquez, a graduate of the University of the South, succeeds Professor Hurst as assistant professor of geology. Arthur R. B. Wadsworth, ’17, is also serving as assistant professor of French.
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FRESHMAN RULES.
(Continued from page 1.)

1906 that these laws shall be both rigidly enforced and honestly obeyed.
"Given at Trinity College, at Hartford,
this twenty-fifth day of September,
the year nineteen hundred and twenty-three and of Trinity College the one hundred and first.

"THE CLASS OF 1926."

OPENING SERVICE.
(Continued from page 1.)

Two men whore his follow line of thought are dealing with learning as a steady deposit, written in books and to be learned from them. The dynamic conception of learning as a steady deposit and, by it education means simply learning as a steady deposit, for more education.

* * *

Here President Ogilby read another paragraph on learning as a steady deposit, written in books and to be learned from them. The dynamic conception of learning as a steady deposit, for more education.

* * *

It was in the Middle Ages.

President Ogilby closed by welcoming the new students to share in the enthusiasm for learning that characterized the great universities of Paris, Bologna, Oxford, and Cambridge in the days of the Revival of Learning. The renunciation of a red in a devotional learning to mean that students approach their studies with a spirit of getting, but with the desire to be educated so that they may do great things.

Immediately after the service the freshmen and sophomores lined up on the steps of the building for the three one-pound rushes. The first-year men outnumbered their opponents in the first four rushes, after which several of the members of '36 were chosen as "officials." The rush of this year was for the football squad.

However, victory was conceded the freshmen.

* * *

WILLIAM J. GIRVIN
In the Chester

* * *
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Where one stratum ends and another begins, there is a sharp break in continuity, represented by a parallel plane of cleavage in the rock, which is generally considered an evidence that the sandstones underlying the campus are much divided by bed­

ing waters, and are arranged in layers.

The beds of fine-grained material are usually the result of an explosion of mud or clay due to the action of rain on river flood plains and less fre­

quently on tidal flats; the phenom­

enon is favored in semi-arid regions.

The cracks between the blocks of cakes of sediment are easily filled later on by wind-or water-borne sediments, often rendering the whole bed solid, continuous mass.

The typical intercalation confomal conglomeration made of these eroded, rounded shape of cakes of clay surrounded by sand, is beautifully shown in places along the escarpment.

In the Triassic red sand­
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Herrick Chosen to Head New Council

Herrick, '24, who represents the Delta Psi unit in the Interfraternity Council, was elected president of that body at the first meeting at the Psi Upsilon house on Wednesday, September 19, to succeed Cuningham, '24, who has transferred to Yale.

PERSONNEL OF NEWLY CHosen SENATE

With William Terrell, a member of the Class of 1924, as president, the new Senate is in full swing. Albert Jepson, '25, represents Alpha Chi Rho fraternity; David E. Hadley, '26, Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity; Marion Johnson, Class of 1909, Frank S. Jones, Delta Phi Fraternity, Waldron S. O'Conner, Delta Psi Fraternity, F. Otto Zwicker, Delta Kappa Epsilon, and Theodore Jones, Psi Upsilon Fraternity.

FACULTY COMMITTEES

The following faculty committees for this year have been appointed: Professors Adams, Galpin, Costello, Parsons, and on athletics and college organizations, Professors Perkins, Rogers, Swan, Galpin and Draw; on course of study, Professors Babbitt, Perkins, Humphrey and Dowduran; on graduate students, Professors Kline, Swan, Humphrey and Kline; on examinations, Professors Continued...